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Abstract
Enabling and empowering the diverse energy resources to have active yet efficient participation in the smart grid and

energy market is an unrivaled challenge for the energy industry. This research expands the four dominant archetypes of

business models in the energy and electricity market, creating a fifth archetype, the ‘‘blockchain marketplace’’. The

contributions of the study are to identify the extant electricity market designs and architectures as centralized and pseudo-

decentralized while proposing a fully decentralized architecture enabled by the blockchain. The research contributes to the

literature of smart grids and demand-side management and introduces the value configuration/architecture approach for the

energy market and business model domains.
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1 Introduction

Wholly centralized energy utilities were once playing the

leading role in the energy industry. The utility’s core

responsibility is to construct electric networks for reliable

and on-demand energy supply for the end energy users.

Utility firms once had a basic business model. They make

decisions on when and where to build up the generation,

transmission and distribution capacities, keeping the

energy system in balance, and operating as a controlling

entity in the center of the industry.

The expanding energy demand and reliance on fossil

fuel has become a worldwide concern [1]. Another key

change is the constantly growing volume of distributed

energy resources (DERs) integrated into the electric grid.

DERs posed unparalleled challenges to balancing the

electricity supply and demand in the network as well as

maintaining a resilient concurrent electric infrastructure

[2]. Therefore, today’s electric systems have been facing

significant changes, transitioning away from the paradigm

of centralization [3].

According to [4], the power balance between energy end

users and centralized utilities is shifting due to the advent

of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)

and the integration of the ICT technologies in the grid

operation. The DER is on the rise, which is moving the grid

balancing responsibility of the traditional energy compa-

nies to the demand side, where energy users are empow-

ered to have a cleaner and more robust energy system.

Thus, Demand Side Management (DSM) (including

Energy Efficiency, Time of Use, and Demand Response)

becomes critical. From DSM’s perspective, the integration

of communication technology into DSM is key. As sug-

gested by [5], using the load as additional demand flexi-

bility is not an entirely new idea, but the use of affordable

communication infrastructure makes it possible and rela-

tively easy to add ‘‘smartness’’ to the loads. Numerous

studies address the need to move this revolution into the

mainstream and create a new model or design for the DSM

in the energy market that puts consumers in charge of a co-

created energy future [6, 7].

As the European Union (EU) has rolled out a chal-

lenging directive for the energy future, namely, the ‘‘Clean
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Energy for All Europeans’’ package [8], there is a strong

demand on the increase of energy efficiency (from 27 to

30%), the further reduction of emissions (reduce by 40%),

and a higher renewable integration target in the end energy

usage (27%). However, the ambitious initiatives and goals

demand new ways of thinking and new questions to be

answered, such as: ‘‘how to enable the real and active

participation of all the energy stakeholders (including

consumers, prosumers, DERs, utilities) within the energy

ecosystem, not just the conventional utilities and the reg-

ulators?’’; and ‘‘what can be the new architecture of the

energy system and market with new ways of creating and

capturing value from a decentralized perspective, sup-

porting the technological development trends entailed by

DSM?’’

In this vein, we identify an emerging technology, the

blockchain as a promising solution to enable the decen-

tralized energy market and peer-focused business models.

The blockchain is initially created for the well-known

cryptocurrency, Bitcoin [9]. The key characteristics of

blockchain are to (1) enable decentralized transaction and

data management; (2) maintain and verify the peer-created

data records stored in the distributed database [10]. Various

industries and technical domains have utilized this tech-

nology, such as telecommunications and spectrum sharing

[11], the Internet of Things (IoT) [12], and finance [4].

Recent studies show that the blockchain has expanded its

applications to energy domain. For example, the technol-

ogy has been piloted in the areas of solar trading in the US,

energy exchange in Austria, and the billing process for

autonomous electric vehicle (EVs) charging in Germany

[13].

This research focuses on contributing to the research in

smart grids and DSM, proposing new energy and electricity

market design that can be enabled by blockchain. The

specific contributions are: (1) introducing the most recent

theoretical development of the business model (value

process and value configuration) for the systemic design of

the electricity market in the digital age; (2) expanding the

four dominant archetypes of business models (mainly

orchestrator-driven, from centralization to pseudo-decen-

tralization) with a fully decentralized archetype for the

energy market, adding value to the EU’s Smart Grid

Architecture Model (SGAM); (3) incorporating the value

configuration/architecture and business model perspective

to propose the theoretical possibility of a fully decentral-

ized electricity market design enabled by the blockchain

(the ‘‘blockchain marketplace’’) as opposed to the domi-

nant design of centralized or the semi-liberalized energy

market in the literature.

The structure of the paper is as follow: In Sect. 2, the

paper presents the four dominant business model arche-

types from the resource and value configuration

perspective. Section 3 explains the characteristics of

blockchain technology and its empirical applications.

Section 4 discusses the research methodology. Section 5

proposes the blockchain-based business model as the fifth

archetype for the future energy market. The four existing

business model archetypes in the energy market are also

discussed to provide context and comparison. The last

section of the paper includes concluding remarks, research

implications, limitations, and future research

recommendation.

2 Related work on the blockchain business
model

This section presents the theories and concepts of business

model from a value configuration perspective as well as

reviewing the extant blockchain-based business model

studies.

2.1 Business model, value configuration
and architecture

The attention to business model research has been growing

exponentially in recent years [14]. Various theoretical

perspectives are used to study business model, for instance,

business model is analyzed as a system of interrelated

components such as resources and capabilities, internal and

external structures of an organization and its value network

[15], value proposition [16] as well as cost and revenue

structure [17]. In the recent literature, a converging con-

ceptualization has emerged, suggesting that three key

aspects are concerned with business models, including the

opportunity processes (exploration, exploitation) [18], the

value architecture, configuration and processes (creation,

capture) [19], and advantage establishment [7].

The value logic or thinking, although fragmented in the

business model literature, has been considered particularly

important for the creation of novel business models and

required systemic thinking [20]. At the individual firm

level, the value configuration logic is embedded in the

well-established activity system theory. According to [21],

in the activity system, the activities can be configured to

enable the business model to achieve a better strategic

position, in other words, the architectural logic means that

the business model can be configured or re-configured

around efficiency or novelty design [22]. At the ecosystem

level, it is suggested by [23] that all types of ecosystems

have a modular architecture organized around the value

creation and capture associated with the value propositions

such as products, technologies, or services.

In the era of digitalization, the scope of resources and

competence that a company can access has broadened.
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Thus, we need to expand from the conventional view that

the value-based business model and strategy is only about

‘‘adding value’’ to the existing value proposition or value

chain [24]. Instead, the value architecture, configuration,

and processes require a holistic view for the design of

digital business models at the system (or ecosystem) level,

in order words, creating the systemic value [7]. Building on

the resource orchestration approach [25], the study presents

the four archetypes of orchestrator-driven business models

as the latest development of architectural logic in the

business model research:

• Archetype 1, ‘‘firm as an integrator’’ The orchestrating

firm (O) directly transforms the resources and raw

materials to create value for customers. This archetype

can be found in product business models as a predom-

inant type of resource configuration for conventional

firms like manufacturers. This archetype is also con-

sidered as a supply-focused business model [14].

• Archetype 2 ‘‘firm as a collaborator’’ The orchestrating

firm (O) creates value by working with partners who

can complement the orchestrating firm’s operation as a

simple strategy for resource and value configuration.

This archetype is well-known in the strategic alliance

[26] and ecosystem studies [27].

• Archetype 3, ‘‘firm as a transaction enabler’’ This

archetype can be considered as the platform business

model. The orchestrating firm (O) builds two or multi-

sided markets to match the resources and needs of the

groups of market participants on each side of the

platform. It is a common archetype of the digital

business model [28].

• Archetype 4, ‘‘firm as a bridge’’ In this archetype, the

orchestrating firm (O) focuses on bridging certain

groups of market participants who have not been

previously connected through other business models

such as a platform model. The orchestrating firm

utilizes data as a resource and benefits from connecting

the unbridged needs such as Google’s advertising

model [28].

2.2 Blockchain-based business models

Various studies have investigated the blockchain business

model at different levels of abstraction [29]. For instance, it

is suggested by [30] that the blockchain-enabled business

model is generally innovative due to the innovativeness (or

potentially disruptiveness) of the blockchain technology as

a generic narrative of the blockchain-enabled business

model. The study [31] coined the term ‘‘blockchain-based

sharing economy business models’’ (BSEBMs) and com-

pared it with the more traditional sharing economy busi-

ness models (SEBMs) in the related literature, which can

be considered as business models at the archetypical level.

Another study [32] mapped out how the blockchain can

affect the three value aspects of a business model (value

proposition, value delivery and value capture) with an

ontological representation while, in the same vein, block-

chains’ impact on the business model’s components

(strategic components, customer and market components,

and value creation components) is analyzed [33]. Another

research [34] conducted the comparison of how the

blockchain can affect the business models of traditional

physical products (those of car manufacturing) versus the

models of the service sector (providing software) via the

business model canvas [17]. This can be considered as the

level of the specific graphical framework. The research

[35] suggests that blockchain can affect and improve

business processes, including increasing the degree of

automation, reducing the intermediaries and paperwork,

giving opportunities for audits and data tracking, lowering

the risks of fraud and errors, minimizing transactions and

processing time, implementing innovative payment

instruments and supporting democratic decision-making.

This level of abstraction can be considered as relating to

the activity system of the business model.

In the energy domain, one of the similar works explor-

ing the blockchain business model [36] classifies seven

archetypes of blockchain-based business models in the

energy industry (retailers, REC-incentive schemes, proof-

of-green-power procurement, over-the-counter trading

platforms, flexibility-trading platforms, crowd-sale/funding

platforms and P2P energy-trading platforms) that are also

archetypical conceptualizations of the blockchain-based

business model.

3 Blockchain for decentralized smart grids

There is an emerging phenomenon of consuming, sharing

and liberalizing the access to resources and assets among

peers in a collaborative manner. Peer-to-Peer (P2P)-ori-

ented concepts such as the peer economy [37], the sharing

economy [38], and collaborative consumption [39] have

gained popularity recently. As suggested by [40], block-

chain technology is seen as the enabler for these decen-

tralized system architectures and business models. This

section will focus on the technical discussion of blockchain

technology.

3.1 Understanding blockchain and smart
contract

According to [9], blockchain is a general-purpose tech-

nology that enables decentralized transaction and data

management. The key capability of blockchain is to track
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and settle transactions and implement contract enforcement

across a diverse range of digital assets, for example, con-

ventional currency, digital currency, IP, data, contracts or

physical assets [41]. The extant literature suggests that the

blockchain is embodied in a range of existing technologies,

such as P2P networks, cryptographic algorithms, dis-

tributed data storage, and decentralized consensus mecha-

nisms [40]. Bitcoin, the cryptocurrency, is the very first and

prominent example of blockchain applications in practice

[9].

As such, blockchain can be seen as a decentralized and

distributed database maintaining an ever-growing list of

data entries that are confirmed by the nodes participating in

the blockchain. Blockchain generates a public ledger that

records data on every transaction in the blockchain. A

blockchain network is a distributed P2P network with no

‘‘middle-man’’, such as a central server or intermediary.

The consensus mechanisms [42, 43] act as the insurance for

the coherency of data among the nodes. The utilization of

cryptography in the blockchain ensures the authoritative-

ness behind all transactions [44] as information on every

completed transaction is shared and made available to all

nodes. Therefore, blockchain enables a more transparent

system than centralized solutions [45].

A key element of the blockchain is the smart contract

that functions autonomously with self-executing scripts,

making general-purpose computations taking place on the

blockchain to be entirely predictable [44]. As initially

proposed by [46], the smart contract is defined as a com-

puterized transaction protocol that executes the terms and

content within a contract, which is often digitalized. All

peers in a P2P blockchain network can audit or inspect the

cryptographically verifiable trace of smart contract’s

operation. As suggested by [44], the smart contract also

enables automated workflows that are complex and involve

multi-step and distributed processes. There have been

numerous applications and use cases of smart contracts that

facilitate decentralize operations, for instance, decentral-

ized voting, escrow systems, crowdfunding, auctions, as

well as micropayments [47].

Overall, based on the aforementioned characteristics and

functions of the blockchain, we can categorize blockchain

use cases into categories [11]:

1. In lightweight transactions, a blockchain shared ledger

marketplace is deployed for the exchange and transac-

tion of scarce assets among a limited number of peers.

2. Provenance tracking focuses on the trace of origin and

movement of assets across the entire supply chain

utilizing virtual or digitalized ‘‘certificates of

authenticity’’.

3. In the use case of inter-organizational record keeping,

blockchain is used as an authoritative final ‘‘transaction

log’’ mechanism for recording and notarizing all types

of data of high importance or financial meaning in a

collective manner.

4. The use of multiparty integration is to record data in a

jointly managed data record/ledger. The aim is to

overcome friction while proving redundancy.

Taking an empirical observation of the blockchain use

cases, in the telecommunication and wireless communica-

tion industry lightweight transaction use cases include e.g.,

network sharing and roaming, neutral hosting, network

assets marketplace (edge cloud resources, network slices,

spectrum), Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) marketplace, network

function virtualization (NFV) and software-defined net-

work (SDN) transaction-based networking and services.

Provenance tracking can benefit system tests, certification,

and integrity checking related to operations security

(OPSEC), supply chain and asset tracking, and Identity-as-

a-Service for Internet-of-Things (IoT) machines. Further-

more, inter-organizational record keeping and multiparty

integration related use cases stem from audit trail of crit-

ical inter-network element data exchange, performance

monitoring and fault detection, and official registry for

government licensed assets, certified elements, and rules

databases.

3.2 Blockchain and the smart grid architecture
model

According to [48], a smart grid is an electricity network

that can incorporate in a cost-efficient manner the behavior

and actions of all users connected to it (generators and

consumers) in order to ensure an economically efficient,

sustainable power system with a high level of quality and

security of supply and safety. ‘‘It is reasonable to view [the

Smart Grid] as an evolution of the current grid to take into

account new requirements, to develop new applications and

to integrate new state-of-the-art technologies, in particular,

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).

Integration of ICT into smart grids will provide extended

applications management capabilities over an integrated

secure, reliable and high-performance network.’’ [48].

It is suggested by [49] that the blockchain technology is

poised to improve the smart grids that incorporate com-

munication technology and sensors. This can range from

super grids that connect large-scale energy systems (e.g.,

storage) to microgrids that are designed for connecting

DERs. In order to systematically study the connection

between the blockchain and the smart grid, we introduce a

formal framework developed in the EU, namely the Smart

Grid Architectural Model (SGAM). In 2011, the European

Commission and the European Free Trade Association

(EFTA) issued the Smart Grid Mandate M/490, which is
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accepted by the three European standards organizations:

the European Committee for Standardization (CEN), the

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

(CENELEC), and the European Telecommunications

Standards Institute (ETSI). The mandate requests CEN,

CENELEC, and ETSI to develop a framework and perform

continuous standard enhancement and development in the

smart grid field. In order to carry out the requested work

effectively, the three standardization organizations com-

bined their strategic approach and established the CEN-

CENELEC-ETSI Smart Grid Coordination Group (SG-

CG). SG-CG is responsible for coordinating the Smart Grid

Mandate M/490. A key outcome of the SG-CG’s work is

the creation and establishment of the SGAM.

The development of the SGAM is based on NIST

Framework and Roadmap for Smart Grid Interoperability

Standards [50]. According to [51], the U.S. National

Institute of Standards and Testing (NIST) defines a hier-

archical information network architecture where smart grid

networks are categorized into three types [50]:

1. A Home Area Network (HAN): focusing on the indoor

or small-scale data communication between home

appliances or energy systems in household settings.

2. A Neighborhood Area Network (NAN): supporting a

backbone infrastructure to transport data from multiple

HANs.

3. A Wide Area Network (WAN): providing a wide area

backbone that has high capacity and reliability for

large data transfers from multiple HANs within a smart

grid network.

The SGMA is then adapting to the EU context and

integrating the DERs into the framework. As [52] report,

the SGAM has rapidly proven to be one of the key appli-

cable methodologies to deal with the modeling and dis-

cussion of emerging technologies in the smart grids

domain.

Referring to [48], the SGAM (Fig. 1) adopts a multi-

layer architecture. Such an architectural approach has been

utilized in different smart grid studies. For instance, [53]

develop and propose a multilayer architecture for a smart

distribution grid with the focus on microgrids. The SGAM

framework consists of five layers, representing business

objectives and processes, functions, information exchange

and data models, communication protocols, and compo-

nents. Each layer in the SGAM covers the smart grid plane,

which is spanned by electrical and ICT domains. The

objective of this model is to represent and classify in which

zones of information management interactions between

domains take place. It allows for the presentation of the

current state of implementations in the electrical grid, but

further depicts the evolution of future smart grid scenarios

by supporting the five key principles: universality,

localization, consistency, flexibility, and interoperability.

Moreover, the SGAM framework is established by incor-

porating the concept of interoperability layers defined in

the smart grid plane. There are five interoperable layers of

SGAM, namely the business layer, the function layer, the

information layer, the communication layer, and the com-

ponent layer. The following part explains how each layer is

defined and blockchain’s relevance to each layer.

Business layer The business layer represents the busi-

ness view on the data and information exchange inside the

smart grids. The SGAM can be used to map regulatory and

market structures, business models, products and services,

and involved energy market participants. In addition,

business capabilities and business processes can be repre-

sented in this layer. In this way, the layer supports utility

and telecom business executives in decision-making rela-

ted to the existing and new business models and business

projects (or business case) as well as regulators in defining

new market models. The layer is particularly important for

a blockchain since the layer can define and depict where

the blockchain can enable a decentralized and distributed

energy marketplace, introducing new business models and

market models. On the other hand, the policy and regula-

tion issues are visible and presented here. For example, in

terms of market access in the EU, smaller prosumers seem

to lack the ability to trade and participate directly in local

and national energy markets due to existing regulatory

barriers on the threshold of renewable self-consumers. This

will create a barrier for prosumer-driven business models

and market design that can be supported by the blockchain

technology.

Function layer The function layer specifies the functions

and services within the smart grids. It is necessary to note

that the functions are described as being independent of the

actors and physical implementations in the smart grids in

this layer. The functions are developed according to the use

case functionality requirements. Thus, the function layer is

not directly related to the blockchain in most of the current

smart grid functionalities and applications. However, when

the use cases of the decentralized energy market become a

focal point, certain functionality of the blockchain may

become relevant in this layer.

Information layer The information layer of the SGAM

describes the information that is being used and exchanged

between functions, services, and components in the smart

grids. The core of this layer is to define the information

objects and data models, which in turn creates the common

semantics for smart grid services and applications to have

an interoperable information exchange via communica-

tions. According to [54], blockchain technologies all con-

tain a Block, a Block header, and Transactions. However,

different blockchain technologies may not adopt the same

information objects and data model. The original bitcoin
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uses the proof-of-work (PoW) system that adopts UTXOs

(unspent transaction outputs) to track and validate the

transaction state. Essentially, it is a collection of all the

bitcoins that have been created and not yet spent, with each

UTXO having a denomination and an owner (defined by a

cryptographic public key). The transaction of a UTXO

contains one or multiple inputs, where each input has a

reference to an existing UTXO and a cryptographic sig-

nature produced by the private key of the bitcoin owner and

one or multiple outputs consisting of a new UTXO to be

added to the state [55]. In addition to PoW and UTXO, new

data models for the blockchain are emerging, for instance,

Ethereum [56] is a mainstream blockchain platform

(adopted in numerous smart grid pilots and applications)

that relies on the state replication approach where each new

block’s state is the transaction result that is incorporated in

the block through an account-based model and smart

contracts. Basically, each account in the blockchain expe-

riences direct value and information transfers with state

transitions [57]. Overall, this shows that the SGAM’s

information layer is relevant to the blockchain where the

data models are concerned. The design of this layer is

related to the functionalities determined and required in the

function layer on top of it.

Communication layer The focus of the communication

layer is to describe communication protocols and mecha-

nisms for the interoperable exchange of information

between components in the context of the business case

defined in the business layer, function specifications, and

the relevant information objects or data models. If the

blockchain changes the business or market model and has a

different data model than the legacy systems, there can be

an impact on the choice of communication protocols as

well.

Component layer At last, the component layer is at the

bottom of the SGAM, which is the physical distribution of

all participating components in the smart grids. For

instance, this layer includes the power system equipment,

protection and control devices, network infrastructure, and

computation infrastructure. Since the blockchain technol-

ogy is normally enabled by a software platform, the com-

ponent layer can be seen as a physical and infrastructural

enabler, providing the computation, storage and commu-

nication infrastructure, and resources for the deployment of

the blockchain.

3.3 The blockchain’s applications in smart grids

The SGAM’s business layer is particularly important for a

blockchain since the layer can define and depict where the

blockchain can enable a decentralized and distributed

energy marketplace, introducing new business models and

market models. A number of blockchain energy initiatives

are emerging globally, such as the Brooklyn Microgrid

which is built on the Ethereum blockchain platform

[58, 59]. The antecedents of blockchain-enabled electricity

trading and marketplaces can be found in both the con-

ceptual realm (e.g. [36]) and empirical domains, such as

smart energy and blockchain entrepreneurs and startups

(e.g. [60]). For instance, P2P energy trading is one of the

highly promising domains for the blockchain marketplace

[36, 58, 61]. At the conceptual level, a case of decentral-

ized sharing in photovoltaic (PV) generation is proposed by

[49]. The conceptual use case investigates the autonomous

optimization and energy trading among different systems

(including heating, cooling, hot water storage, and energy

storage), which resembles a localized machine-to-machine

electricity market. Empirically, smart energy startups such

as Dajie have conducted a blockchain market pilot in

Fig. 1 The smart grid architecture model (SGAM) (Adapted from [48])
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reality with the aim of using the blockchain to facilitate the

high volume and complexity of financial transactions

arising from integrating IoT (Internet of Things) devices in

a microgrid [60].

Through researching the existing use cases of a block-

chain in the energy sector, the results show that blockchain

applications for smart grids can be classified into four

categories: Innovative solutions for H2H (human to

human) trading, M2H (machine to human) trading, and

M2M (machine to machine) trading. It is suggested by [62]

that the use of blockchain technology for electricity

transactions makes microgrids more resilient by creating

trust between the involved agents, especially with respect

to financial payments and electricity delivery.

Peer energy trading is one of the most promising

potential areas for the application of blockchain [58]. This

paper identifies H2H trading applications such as com-

munity energy markets. The Brooklyn Microgrid is an

empirical example where household residents trade energy

among themselves. This blockchain platform provides the

technical infrastructure for the local electricity market.

Prosumers and consumers can submit, buy, and sell elec-

tricity orders to the market through a pre-defined market

mechanism [58].

Regarding M2H trading, GrünStromJeton is another

case studied in the European Commission’s report [63].

GrünStromJeton provides an index that indicates the rela-

tive production of energy from alternative renewables

during the next 36 h. The system monitors and records the

energy consumption of the customers and rewards con-

sumers when they use renewable energy sources. This is a

trading mechanism between GrünStromJeton’s digital

system and actual consumers.

In terms of M2M trading, sharing photovoltaic (PV)

generation is a case proposed by [49]. In this case, a typical

family house of this community would be equipped with a

PV system, a heat pump, a hot water storage system, and

multiple sensors. The described concept application intends

to identify the technically possible optimal usage of dif-

ferent systems (heating, cooling, hot water storage, ESS) in

combination with short-term weather forecasts and energy

consumption prediction driven by machine learning.

Overall, the use cases and business model discussion of

the blockchain are well connected with the SGAM’s

business layer, which is visible in numerous blockchain

publications [30–34], although not specifically stated. In

addition to the business layer, stemming from a shared

ledger lightweight transaction marketplace, blockchain

technologies can be utilized in the underpinning layers of

the SGAM, contributing to use cases related to provenance

tracking, inter-organizational record keeping, and multi-

party integration. However, only a few papers have pro-

vided insight into how the blockchain and blockchain

business model archetypes are related to the other layers of

the SGAM. Thus, this study will expand the existing

blockchain literature with a closer discussion of the SGAM

as a formal framework and architecture of smart grids.

4 Research methodology

This research utilizes an action research methodology that

has been applied in the domain of techno-social research

[64–66]. The study is part of an EU energy innovation

research with the focus on the large-scale P2P energy

trading in smart grids that is made possible by a decen-

tralized energy market design as well as the enabling ICT

technologies. The action research approach has been uti-

lized in various domains for creating new scientific insight

and findings that can be used to guide or support empirical

actions [67]. In particular, the action approach is able to

help form and contextualize the conceptual models and

tools, constructing new knowledge [68].

The study involves two phases or stages: in the first

phase, the study follows a systematic analysis of four

business model archetypes through the value configuration

approach of the business model, as well as through the

interpretive case study approach [69–71]. After that, the

four generic business model archetypes and their value

configuration/architecture in the electricity market are

applied and analyzed. In the second stage, the study takes

an action-oriented approach ([67, 72]) to go beyond the

conventional descriptive analysis of business model stud-

ies. With the participation of academic researchers and an

industry practitioner of this research, the study constructs

the blockchain marketplace as a new business model

archetype and market design for future smart grids. In sum,

the study analyzes energy and blockchain business cases in

the first stage and utilizes the action research approach to

construct the blockchain marketplace in the second stage.

More specifically, in the initial phase, the study conducts

an investigation of 51 innovative cases of energy business

models in different smart grid domains (including block-

chain cases). The researchers collected the data from the

European Commission (EC)’s BRIDGE program that

focuses on building cooperation among more than 30

European smart grid and energy innovation projects. The

business model cases are collected as smart grid business

example, cases and archetypes in the electricity market,

which is similar to [6] ’s energy business model archetypes.

To minimize the common selection bias [73], all cases of

the research are contributed by the stakeholders in the

energy ecosystem, for instance, the large and small energy

firms and business practitioners, industry experts, policy-

makers as well as researchers from the scientific commu-

nity. The collection of the major business model cases and
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archetypes enables an extensive analysis of the existing and

emerging business model archetypes in the smart energy

industry.

The second phase focuses on re-configuring the existing

business models and the forms of value creation and cap-

ture with the aim of developing the new business model

and value architecture for the decentralized energy market.

The study builds on [28] ’s business model configuration

approach for digital businesses as it is relevant to the

context of smart grid digitalization. Furthermore, a sys-

temic and value-centric perspective for the value configu-

ration/architecture of the business model is utilized, which

included the needs (N), the resources (R), and the created

value (V-C) of all value co-creators within the smart grid

ecosystem. This design and architectural development

approach is grounded in the literature of resource orches-

tration [25] and business model design [74].

5 The fully decentralized business model
configuration/architecture
for the electricity market

This section presents the research results on the new

decentralized business model architecture for the energy

market, covering four existing orchestrator-led business

model archetypes and the fifth orchestrator-free architec-

ture/configuration suggested by this research.

5.1 The four archetypes of orchestrator-driven
business models

The four archetypes of orchestrator-driven business mod-

els in the electricity market are presented in this section

(Fig. 2).

Archetype A: the utility centralization model The cen-

tralization model depicts the business model of

conventional energy firms. This archetype is similar to the

‘‘firm as an integrator’’ model, which has a simple value

configuration: a fully integrated or centralized utility

(orchestrator) manages the entire process of generation,

converting the generation fuel as input resources (RUC) into

consumable energy that satisfies the end user’s energy

consumption need (N1). End users then contribute to the

financial need of the utility firms (NUC) in the monetary

form, such as the payment for an electricity bill (R1). The

Archetype A is a supply-focused business model [14],

focusing on transforming material supply into value.

According to [6], this conventional and centralized busi-

ness model architecture makes very little space for the

growth of DERs, giving a poor performance (value cre-

ation) for local-oriented energy efficiency.

Archetype B: the unbundled retailer model Unbundled

retailers are normally found in countries with a high degree

of energy market liberalization. Referring to [6], an

unbundled retailer does not own generation assets, for

instance, power plants. The unbundled retailer would

cooperate with energy generators (or acquire energy supply

from the wholesale energy market) and labeling the energy

with its own brand. The value configuration/architecture of

this business model shows that the unbundled retailer co-

creates value with generation asset owners (V-C2) to pro-

vide energy and diverse service to meet the consumers’

needs (N1). The unbundled retailer incorporates the

resources of its own and partners’ (RUR and R2). Therefore,

Archetype B is not about material transformation, rather a

collaborator who engages with its value ‘‘complementors’’

(V-C2) [27] to create value for end users (V-C1). Archetype

B can be considered as a demand-focused business mode

[14].

Archetype C: the platform model The utilization of the

platform business model in the energy market is introduced

by [75]. This archetype emphasizes the role of a new actor

in the energy ecosystem, namely the platform operator who

Fig. 2 The four archetypes of

business models in the energy

market
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brings together producers and consumers of products and

services, creating value by interaction facilitation and

matchmaking. The network effect or network externality

rises from a platform marketplace, which means the value

created by the platform changes in regard to the partici-

pation rates on the same side and the cross side [75]. In the

energy market, the platform operator creates value by

mediating the interactions and matching between groups of

end users and value co-creators. One example is the elec-

tricity trading between consumers and prosumers or con-

sumers and suppliers whose needs (N1 and N2) are matched

by each other’s resources (R2 and R1).

Archetype D: the balancing operator model According

to [76], electricity balancing is defined as the institutional

arrangement that creates market-based balance manage-

ment in liberalized electricity markets. A business model

example of the balancing operator archetype is the virtual

power plant (VPP) [68]. In Archetype D, the value archi-

tecture is as follow: a balancing operator meets the needs

(N1, such as energy efficiency service) of the end users or

consumers by deploying its resources (RBO). At the same

time, the balancing operator collects consumption data and

implements machine learning and artificial intelligence

algorithms to discover the consumption patterns of the

consumer (R1) as a new resource to create value for the

need of another group, usually the distribution network

operators (DSOs) (N2). The Archetype D is unique in the

way that the balancing operator leverages the data from one

group of customers to create value for another customer

group.

5.2 The blockchain marketplace as the fifth
business model archetype

Based on the above discussion, we propose the simplest

form of the blockchain-enabled marketplace for a fully

decentralized energy market without the need of an

orchestrator (Fig. 3).

Referring to the previous section, blockchain and smart

contracts can enable peer-driven (P2P) digital transaction,

establishing decentralized architecture for market-based

energy trading. For instance, the value configuration/

architecture of a blockchain-enabled energy and flexibility

trading can be that market participant 1 can match its N1

with the R2 of market participant 2 (such as the case of),

while the R1 as financial value is directed to N2 without a

meditating entity blocking the direct value co-creation and

co-capture.

From a technical perspective, a blockchain-enabled

digital marketplace can deploy blockchain as a chrono-

logical, immutable, and trusted data storage, while the

smart contracts can automate offer testing and modification

based on the parameters tuned in the feedback loop.

Essentially, it is argued that transaction costs are strongly

related to the distrust among market participants in a

transaction [77]. The blockchain as an enabling technology

can empower the process of crowdsourced resource pool-

ing by lowering transaction costs in terms of verification

and networking [41]. At the same time, the utilization of

smart contracts can automate other processes associated

with a typical transaction, such as negotiation, establish-

ment, and enforcement. Blockchain can provide trusted

data for prospecting and sorting algorithms that can further

improve the operational and business processes for the

energy market. Currently, new and secure encryption

methods are being developed (e.g. [78, 79]) to mitigate the

privacy risk concerning the substantial data generated by

blockchain.

In this way, blockchain allows the transaction side of

value creation and capture to operate on autopilot, and

further enables digitalized value architecture for needs and

resource matching. In sum, the blockchain marketplace is

expected to automate large volume of decentralized

transactions, enabling direct value creation, value capture

and value sharing flows, cutting transaction costs, and

achieving improved market efficiency in contrast to a

centralized business model architecture (Fig. 4). Theoreti-

cally, there is no value outflow in the direct value creation

and capture process in the blockchain marketplace, which

creates a bigger value share for market participants.

From the business model and market design perspective,

the blockchain enables the unique grafting of resource

combinations and the novel value configuration and

architecture of the business model in the energy market.

Moreover, by tuning the smart contract parameters defining

the roles of participants in the energy market, the block-

chain marketplace can enhance the complementarity in the

grafting process of value creation, capture and sharing.

Our study acknowledges the contribution from previous

studies (e.g. [36]) and extends the research on two fronts:

(1) this research focuses on the ecosystem archetype of the

electricity market and ecosystem, which is similar to the

combination of the P2P energy trading and flexibility

trading platforms in [36]. This study enriches our under-

standing of such blockchain-enabled businesses from theFig. 3 The simplest form of a blockchain-enabled marketplace
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descriptive level—the ‘‘what?’’ to the ‘‘how?’’—of the

value configuration approach to explaining how such a

platform can be created or formed. In other words, this

research does not only give a description of the new

business model archetype at narrative and ontological

levels of abstraction but also presents a more detailed

discussion on how such a business model archetype works,

building on the meta model of [29]. (2) The traditional P2P

trading platform is still considered the orchestrator plat-

form or pseudo-orchestrator platform from which the

platform operators can extract a significant level of value

from the platform. This argument has already been pro-

vided by [31] for businesses in other industries, for

example, Amazon and AirBnB. This study’s proposition

for the blockchain marketplace is that it is an orchestrator-

free platform with the aim of maximizing the shared value

in the energy ecosystem without intermediary platform

operators. As the study suggests that the conventional

platform design is another way of intermediation, where

the traditional ‘‘middle-man’’ type of intermediation is

removed or substituted by the platform intermediation. In

some cases, the platform operators can retain more

resources and power in the ecosystem (e.g. Uber, Amazon)

[31]. From the value perspective, one essential value

proposition that the blockchain can bring is the disinter-

mediation and maximization of ecosystem value, and the

blockchain marketplace is in line with such a value

proposition.

5.3 Understanding the blockchain marketplace
with the SGAM

At the conceptual level, the blockchain marketplace is a

market- and ecosystem-level business model which is

highly relevant to the business layer of the SGAM. How-

ever, further investigation shows that this archetype is

connected with other layers of the SGAM through a

modularized value proposition that can be configured.

In the case of P2P energy trading—especially starting

from the local grid, where energy is produced and con-

sumed in a limited geographical area, such as a local

neighborhood (e.g. a local energy community)—one major

problem that arises from the existing business layer is

related to market design and regulations that limit the

incentive for small-scale prosumers to participate in the

energy market. Market aggregators emerge to address the

need by aggregating energy consumption or/and flexibility

as a business model. Furthermore, utility companies act as

middle-men to address the need for selling the renewable

production surplus from the small-scale prosumers at a

price that is relatively beneficial to the utility, for example,

the buying price given to the prosumers may be lower than

the market price, depending on the country and region. As

a new business model archetype, the blockchain market-

place will make it possible for micro-grid and small-scale

prosumers and consumers to generate, store, trade or share

energy and flexibility without conventional barriers, in

other words, directly matching N1 (the need of market

participant/peer (1) with R2 (the resource of market par-

ticipant/peer (2) and transferring the R1 (financial payment

of market participant/peer (1) to N2 (payback need of

market participant/peer (2) without intermediation. As

Fig. 4 Comparing the orchestrator-driven energy market and the blockchain marketplace
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previously mentioned, the study envisions the use of a

blockchain system with the support of smart contracts to

provide decentralized transactions and clearing with lower

costs to the parties in trading.

Moreover, taking the new application/use case of elec-

tric mobility as an example, the blockchain marketplace

can allow electric mobility to be integrated into decen-

tralized energy systems. Here, the blockchain marketplace

can be a domain-specific model for the charging of EVs,

payment enablement and asset/fleet management. The

strength of the blockchain is its application in situations

where the provenance of an asset and the data from it both

need to be interrogated and updated by multiple parties.

On the function layer, the blockchain marketplace can

improve and transform the conventional way of arranging,

recording and verifying energy transactions, underpinning

the shift away from a centralized structure with orches-

trators (such as exchanges, trading platforms, and utility

companies) towards disintermediated and decentralized

systems where end consumers/prosumers interact directly.

With a centralized clearing house, energy exchange may be

rendered less important or even obsolete. Today’s intra-day

and day-ahead markets, which only facilitate large-scale

energy and flexibility transactions, can be expanded to

enable more granular transitions such as those at the

household level or potentially at the appliance level.

Regarding the functions for ancillary services, which

transmission system operators (TSOs) and DSOs need for

guaranteeing the dependability and security of electrical

grids, these services include frequency control, voltage

control, and congestion management. Access to the ser-

vices offered by a broad range of providers—including

DERs, renewable energy resources (RESs), aggregators

and prosumers—will allow TSOs to make more efficient

decisions in order to improve the reliability, availability,

maintainability, safety, integrity, and security. Today,

resources connected to a medium voltage (MV) grid cannot

provide ancillary services. However, implementing smart

grid functionalities, DSOs will be enabled to manage new

elements and information from the network and, conse-

quently, improve the real-time operations. Furthermore,

there is a need to integrate DER providers offering tech-

nical aggregation services related to frequency and voltage

control. There can be several different TSO–DSO–DER

coordination schemes in relation to prequalification, pro-

curement, activation and settlement processes depending

on the stage of decentralization. A significant expansion of

DER plants connected to the MV and low voltage (LV)

networks will impact on the DSO’s supervisory control and

data acquisition (SCADA) system and create the need for

enhancements in order to manage new devices and infor-

mation coming from the network and the need for new

applications to support the DSOs in real-time operation.

New forecast information from the DSOs to the TSOs is

added related to network management and control, for

example, the real power split by the DER, the real power of

the disconnected DER, and the real power of the load. Here

the blockchain technology can be utilized to provide inter-

organizational recordkeeping and integration. In perfor-

mance monitoring and fault detection data, the blockchain

offers timestamped, persistent and trusted process data

storage that provides the data basis for analysis and sorting

algorithms, and further artificial intelligence (AI)-based

forecasting. The results of analyses can be used as

parameters for the smart contract–based automated provi-

sion. The energy grid in general, as critical infrastructure,

is governed at length and highly regulated. The blockchain

marketplace can provide the authoritative final ‘‘transaction

log’’ mechanism for collectively recording and notarizing

aspects, for example, for monitoring and observing con-

ditions, official registry for government licensed assets,

certified elements, and rules databases. The real-time

monitoring and analysis of energy use functions related to

blockchain use cases include energy certification and ver-

ification, and offsetting CO2 emissions and rewarding

sustainable measures. The blockchain marketplace and

blockchain technology’s benefits in the function layer

include reduced costs, the elimination of data duplication,

increased transaction speed and greater resilience.

The information layer describes the information that is

being used and exchanged between functions, services, and

elements. The blockchain marketplace is expected to

change the existing transaction lifecycle. Taking smart

metering infrastructure as an example of a blockchain

opportunity in the lower layer of the SGAM. Smart grid

metering consists of smart meter hardware and software,

communication networks from smart meters to local data

concentrators, back-haul from these aggregation points to

utility data centers, a meter data management system

(MDMS) and integration into back-office software appli-

cation in the business layer. Smart metering extends the

traditional DSO network to the prosumer/consumer’s

HAN, covering the following processes and related infor-

mation data flows: collecting and sending usage data to the

utility, receiving rating data and firmware updates from the

utility, measuring grid feed-in from local distributed gen-

eration, activating and deactivating accounts, detecting

power quality issues and outages, detecting tampering,

offering advanced and time-of-day tariffs, profiling indi-

vidual households for marketing and profiling aggregate

household consumption. HAN elements generate data with

high privacy and monetary value. Here the blockchain use

case covers an Identity-as-a-Service authentication solution

for HAN IoT elements and constitutes a pool of reliable,

shared and confidential data with a permanent audit trail.

As suggested by [35], a blockchain in permanent
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communication with these connected objects which uses

smart contracts and Dapps/dApps (decentralized applica-

tions, according to [35, 80]) could theoretically manage a

local authority’s energy infrastructure without direct

human intervention.

The communication layer focuses on the interoperable

exchange of mission- and business-critical information

between elements in the context of the SGAM layers. The

audit trail of critical communication with timestamps and

proof of origin can be used in performance monitoring and

fault detection. In the blockchain-enabled grid operations,

organizations and architectural elements can have a shared

view of the reality for business and operational processes.

As this insight does not originate from a sole source, the

blockchain solution can act as multiparty integrator within

a grid. The development of an interoperating parallel

blockchain using an inter-blockchain communication pro-

tocol paves the way for larger ecosystems with novel

resource combinations.

The physical component layer will play an enabler role

of the blockchain marketplace, in which the blockchain can

integrate with existing control mechanisms and offer a

space for novel control approaches to optimizing the dis-

tribution grids. Blockchain use cases mainly consist of

provenance-tracking solutions to OPSEC, the software and

hardware supply chain and asset tracking. These applica-

tions can benefit system testing, certification, and integrity

checking across a wide variety of grid elements, such as

actors, power system equipment, protection, and telecon-

trol devices, network infrastructure (wired/wireless com-

munication connections, routers, switches, and servers) and

computation infrastructure.

Furthermore, in a blockchain platform, the virtualization

of the underlying hardware benefits from the reliable

identification of elements and their permissions enabled via

blockchain-based digital keys and identities. The intro-

duction of the smart grid and blockchain will restructure

business roles and hierarchies, as well as the responsibili-

ties of stakeholders not covered by the current regulatory

framework. For example, the basic definitions of actors,

such as consumers or suppliers, may not be legally valid in

blockchain-based establishment because of their central-

ized origins. Currently, in the case of supplier failure,

consumers are legally protected; on the other hand, in the

decentralized scenario with variable prosumers, measuring

and enforcing accountability may be extremely compli-

cated. The situation is further compounded by the

ambiguous legal status of smart contracts in regard to the

extent to which traditional contract law doctrines can be

applied. The blockchain provides virtual ‘‘certificates of

authenticity’’ that document asset ownership; an audit trail

of critical inter-network element data exchange,

performance monitoring and fault detection; and provide

an official registry for governmental use.

Looking at the electric mobility case, the blockchain

marketplace offers the possibility to enable electric

mobility to be added to energy-system storage and

demand-supply balancing. For instance, RWE (a large

electric utility in Germany and Europe) has developed

BlockCharge, a hardware-software integrated application

that links to a blockchain-based network, allowing electric

car owners to charge their cars via any charging station

network and to be billed for the energy consumed [81]. The

EVs interact automatically with the stations, and the elec-

tricity payment process is autonomous. This type of

charging information can help increase the management

and optimization of decentralized grid solutions.

5.4 Further development of the blockchain
marketplace as a new archetype

On top of conceptualizing the blockchain marketplace as

an orchestrator-free business model archetype, this paper

also recognizes that remarkable challenges remain in the

way of blockchain adoption and it offers insights and

thoughts for the empirical implementation of the block-

chain marketplace for further development.

Regarding the blockchain challenges, the general tech-

nological challenges that are often associated with the

blockchain are scalability, throughput, transaction verifi-

cation time and power consumption, as well as issues

concerning privacy and security [45]. From the energy

ecosystem perspective, it is suggested by [82] that the basic

definitions of actors (e.g. consumers or suppliers) in con-

ventional smart grids will not be legally valid in block-

chain-based establishments because of their centralized

origins. Instead of trying to define clear-cut roles for actors,

[82] argues that regulating dispersed responsibilities in a

decentralized blockchain environment should solely focus

on the quantity and the quality functions of energy supply

and especially on finding mechanisms for pooling respon-

sibilities. From the legal perspective, as argued by [83], the

extent to which traditional contract law doctrines can be

applied to smart contracts is still unclear and probably

factual solutions will, in the future, only be found through

practice.

A further challenge for the blockchain market is asso-

ciated with the energy market regulation, which can be

seen as a limiting factor or a barrier for the adoption of

such a business model. However, the regulatory environ-

ment could potentially be improved and developed in a

favorable direction towards a more decentralized energy

market. For instance, the Finnish Smart Grid Working

Group [84] has proposed to better enable the energy

community, such as eliminating the distribution fees and
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taxes for energy generated and consumed by the energy

communities within housing companies. Complementary

to this, a blockchain platform for digitalization of the

housing trade is also under development in Finland [85],

which can stimulate the policy discussion on a more

decentralized and open market. Therefore, ongoing work is

needed to study and monitor existing regulatory barriers for

the use of blockchain by utilities, prosumers, and other

stakeholders through various venues like the European

Blockchain Observatory and Forum.

The adoption of the blockchain marketplace, especially

the increased use of blockchain technology, can take pro-

cessual steps. For example, the blockchain may become a

component of current energy and electricity systems. It

may replace a certain sub-system (or sub-systems) first and

gradually reach all of the current systems, or it may

become a separate system which will stay alongside the

current systems as an alternative. Specifically, the study of

[86] suggests that considerations can be focused on how

the blockchain platform can be smoothly integrated with

legacy enterprise systems and IoT platforms. For instance,

how previous transactions will be imported into the

blockchain or, in the case of a complete system substitu-

tion, how the existing system can be progressively

replaced, retaining the possibility to return to the previous

system combination if integration issues occur.

One potential development of the blockchain market-

place is the formation of a crypto stack [61] that can be

integrated into the SGAM. This study suggests that the

increasing development and deployment of blockchain

technology in different layers of the SGAM can form an

infrastructure-like layer or dimension, namely the crypto

stack. The crypto stack can serve as an enabling foundation

or base for the technology developers and engineers to

create more and more decentralized applications or dApps

for the energy industry. In this paper, we believe that by

using the blockchain marketplace as a new business model

archetype or paradigm of designing the energy market,

combining the blockchain and the existing smart grid

functionalities in one layer or multiple layers of the

SGAM, new value propositions and novel ways of value

creation and capture can spring up from areas—such as

from technical architecture design and development,

energy service and use case creation, and business model

configuration and development—eventually facilitating

and benefiting a decentralized energy ecosystem.

6 Conclusions and implications

By adopting the value configuration and architecture per-

spective, this research proposes the fully decentralized

business model archetype the electricity and energy market

enabled by blockchain. The study identifies that the current

electricity market design and business model follows a

centralized scheme (or a pseudo-decentralization at its

best), although the energy industry has invested significant

effort for the energy market liberalization together with the

transition from conventional grids to smart grids. This

study suggests that the blockchain as a novel technology

can have a profound effect on the energy market design,

especially for the electricity market, but also potentially for

other domains within the energy market. The outcomes are

made possible by utilizing the value perspective of the

business model to the current energy market research

literature.

The research has the following theoretical implications:

The study builds on the resource configuration approach for

business model and extends to the value configuration/ar-

chitecture view, suggesting that novel business model is

not just about configuring the resources, but also trans-

forming the architecture of how firms can create, capture

and share value with the resources [25] [87]. Through

examining the four up-to-date categories of business model

archetypes [28] and 50 empirical business model cases, the

study argues that the four archetypes are merely adequate

to explain the orchestrator-driven business models, since an

orchestrating entity is a pre-requisite for these business

models to create value while extracting part of the value to

meet the orchestrating entity’s own needs in the form of

revenue or profit.

To address this gap in the existing research and litera-

ture, we investigate the paradigm and the architecture of

fully decentralized systems, such as the P2P network. As a

result, the study proposes the blockchain marketplace as a

fifth business model archetype for the energy market. It is

identified as the sole archetype without the need of an

orchestrator and a promising business model and market

design to give the full autonomy to the energy market

participants. The theoretical contribution of the study does

not only contribute to scholarly discussion and debate on

energy and electricity market design, but also introducing

the system-oriented architectural thinking to management

and organization studies, showing that business model and

its value architecture can explain how resources are con-

figured, how value is created, and how market needs are

satisfied. With the re-configuration and transformation of

the architecture, a fully decentralized energy market can be

realized without the presence of an orchestrating firm or

market entity. A novel business model at an ecosystem

level can be formulated from an orchestrator-led energy

market to a decentralized peer energy market enabled

through blockchain.

The practical implications of the study are related to the

identification of blockchain as an enabling technology for

the decentralized and distributed operations of P2P energy
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market, changing the centralized legacy systems with the

capability of enabling microgrids, DERs, renewable inte-

gration, P2P energy trading and higher consumer/prosumer

engagement through autonomous transactions and smart

contract enforcement. The new capabilities brought for-

ward by the blockchain will demand the energy industry to

re-think not just value creation and capture, but also value

sharing and even more novel systemic architecture for the

energy and electricity market in the future.

One limitation of the study is that the research is more

focused on the proposition and conceptualization of what a

fully decentralized P2P energy market may be, such as the

blockchain marketplace as a new business model arche-

type. It is key to note that this research remains critical

about blockchain’s true technical capability in enabling a

decentralized energy system. Although the study envisions

that the blockchain marketplace can draw a meaningful

architecture design for the digitalized energy industry, we

acknowledge that blockchain alone cannot solve all the

issues and complexity in the energy system. Therefore, we

recommend that future studies can have more extensive

validation on the blockchain marketplace business models

as well as other P2P business models in the energy

industry. Further researchers can focus on comparing and

verifying the effects and the performative aspects of the

blockchain in P2P marketplace with quantitative approa-

ches, for instance, using simulation and experimentation to

evaluate the technical feasibility and limitation of the

blockchain in the context of the P2P energy market.
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